THE CLIMAX
doubled; Canada added a third to its numbers, as did the white
population of South Africa, and the same progress was visible
in commerce. That of Australia had leaped after the discovery
of the goldfields from six millions to nearly sixty; Canada,
under no such impulse, had much more than doubled its export
and import; South Africa nearly doubled hers also.
This colonial world which was beginning to be called an
empire, although the word was not yet popular and the idea
less popular still, was something new in the experience of
England. There were many of the more conservative kind in
England who dreaded the future of that influence. They saw
that the populations were mixed and would grow more mixed,
that each colony would have its own problems which England
would neither understand nor could directly deal with; they
further saw that the whole type of civilization in the New World
would become more and more different from that of a European
country. In so far as they were English-speaking they would
come more and more to resemble the United States, even in
speech and intonation. Already in South Africa there had arisen
long before a disturbing factor, a great emigration northward
of tlie Dutch population and the founding by them of two
independent republics, the creation of another * frontier,'
anomalous and a weakness to English sea-power. This country
had tried to prevent the establishment of such a republic, but
the Dutch (Boers, as they were called) in arms maintained their
independence, leaving a problem for the future which was
pregnant with mischief. But in the various problems which the
new quarrel was beginning to raise for England obviously the
most important was the relation between England and America,
It has already been pointed out that after the victory of the
North and the consolidation of the United States, a country with
a population already superior to that of Great Britain, a policy
had been adopted of yielding on all occasions to America, with
the double object of receiving American support if possible in
European complications, and of giving Europe the illusion that
the English-speaking world held together as one whole. The
first-fruits of this new policy were felt in England in the matter
of the claims put forward by the United States for compensation
in what is known by the covering term of the Alabama Case.
America claimed damage from England because the privateers of
the Southern States, including the Alabama, had been equipped
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